LEMAN ENTERS CHINA
WITH 5 NEW BRANCHES

PRESS RELEASE, 6 APRIL 2021

LEMAN continues its expansion by opening five new branches in China,
thus supporting the company’s ambitious growth strategy.
GROWING THE COMPANY ON A NEW CONTINENT
Today, LEMAN announces the opening of five new branches in Shanghai,
Ningbo, Shenzhen, Qingdao, and Tianjin in China. Thereby, the company
is now represented with its own offices in Asia; one of the world’s largest
transportation and trading centers.
“We are excited about the opportunity to grow LEMAN on a new continent
and at the same time expand our presence in China,” says Thomas Krøyer,
Group CEO of LEMAN and continues: ”The opening of LEMAN China is an
important step towards realizing our ambitious growth strategy. At the
same time, it allows us to provide a full product range to both new and
existing customers.”
EXPANDING LEMAN’S SERVICE CAPABILITIES
The five new Chinese branches will open on 19th April and will be
conveniently located logistics centers operated by teams of experienced
and knowledgeable transportation experts. ”We have succeeded in hiring
more than 60 skilled employees in China, all of whom have extensive
industry experience,” says Thomas Krøyer and continues: ”LEMAN has
many years of experience in delivering full transportation solutions to
and from Asia through a large agent network. With our own employees and
offices, our customers can now expect an even better service.”
120 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
LEMAN is an established, Danish transportation and logistics company
with global capacity and services in more than 150 countries. LEMAN
has 120 years of experience and provides advanced logistics,
transportation services, and customised pharma solutions. The
company employs approx. 750 employees in Denmark, USA, UK, China,
Sweden, Norway, Finland, and Greenland.
For more information, please contact CEO of LEMAN Group, Thomas
Krøyer at +45 33 43 42 20 or thomas.kroyer@leman.com
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